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INTRODUCTION 
1991 Prof. Momtchil Dobrev-Halachev made 

an experiment that descover a new fundamental power 

which is a part of the two powers that generate 

gravitation. Gravitation is not fundamental power. His 

fundamental powerе част от силите, които описват и 

управляват всички движения в космоса, движението 

на планети, на цели галактики. 

 

1991 Prof. Dr. Momchil Dobrev-Halachev 

creates his theory of vortex fields and Cosmological 

information theory. The explanation of how information 

and energy is transmitted on what paths, based on 

Momchil Dobrev-Halachev's theory of vortex fields and 

cosmological information theory. 1991 Prof. Momtchil 

Dobrev-Halachev build 4 different of construction of 

machines that generate free energy from the universum. 

One of this construction explane the truth about Prof. 

Newton’s bucket. 

 

Stepping on his theories Prof. Dr. Momchil 

Dobrev-Halachev, with the help of Prof. Mariola 

Garibova, 2005 they both developed the “Theory of 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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Universum” and related connections to the Free- energy 

generators, Energy-information genetics, energy-

information medicine, energy-information psychology 

and psychiatry. 

  

The new FORTH FUNDAMENTAL POWER 

DISCOVERED 1991 by a device created in 1991 by 

Prof. Momchil Dobrev - Halachev which proves free 

energy, zero point, free energy generator a one of the 

power that generates the gravitation as a composite of 

two forces, not as a fundamental force. 

 

THE FOURTH FUNDAMENTAL FORCE 

discovered by Prof. Momchil Dobrev – Halachev ev 

THE BASIS OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE ETHER, 

its spatial structure which rests on the theory of vortex 

fields and the vortex as the main form of propagation of 

the ETHER and its derivative forces – 

 The Fourth Fundamental Force - Basis for Zero 

Point Generators 

 The Fourth Fundamental Force - The Basis for the 

Geometric Structure of Each Star System and 

Motion of Planes around a Star 

 

POSTULATE Number 11 from THEORY OF THE 

UNIVERSE 

Vortex fields exist Based on a Precisely 

Determined Spatial Geometric Structure of the Ether - 

Of Space. The Ether Has A Precisely Defined 

Geometric Structure, Including Vortex Fields. The 

LIGHT is a WORTH and spreads in a precisely defined 

way a vortex spiral as in ONE PART IT REPRESENTS 

A WAVE and in the points of zero union IT 

REPRESENTS A CORPUSCULE. THE STRUCTURE 

OF THE ETHER thus INCLUDES THE WAVE 

STRUCTURE OF ONE PART and the CORPUSCULE 

and an image. 

 

THIS IS GENERATED BY ZERO POINT 

ENERGY 

1991 Prof. Momchil Dobrev - Halachev 

development of the following experimental unit, which 

actually proves the availability of free energy, how it 

can be absorbed, used, realized. 

 

The device is a disc that is rotated. The 

movement that causes rotation with an additional motor. 

On the disc are radii devices that measure the force of 

weight measurement. On one side, the device at the end 

of the periphery is fastened with an eraser, the other end 

of the weight, which measures how heavy a weight is, is 

attached to a ring that rotates freely around the axis of 

rotation of the disk. Several such devices are placed on 

the disk along the respective diagonals of two at 

respective radii. Fig 2 and F3. 

 

When the axle is driven and the disc is rotated, 

it has a variable relay, which can increase the rotation of 

the device or decrease the angular velocity accordingly. 

The disc is fixed firmly to the rotary-driven axle. 

 

After turning the disc clockwise, the weight 

adjustment devices of one object stretch to the 

periphery of the disk. This action is a result of the 

equilibrating force that results from the rotation of the 

equilibrating disc. Thus measuring the force that 

appears and is directed from the center of the disk - the 

device to the periphery. Fig 1. 

 

As a result, the force that appears F2 is many 

times greater than the force that rotates the disk F1. Fig 

1. 

 

As the rotation increases, this force F2 

becomes even greater. In fact, the energy obtained from 

the output F2 is many times greater than the energy of 

the force F1. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
In fact, the point of rotation of the disk is the 

"ZERO POINT", which creates and causes the force F2 

to occur. This system can be controlled simply and 

efficiently, giving the output energy - in this case F2 is 

many times higher than F1 / based on the Prof. 

Momtchil Dobrev’s formula / 

 

In reality, this system is a system of free 

energy generation. 

 

This principle of action can also be used in 

other systems related to electric field and 

electromagnetic field and magnets respectively. 

 

This principle is universal in the Theory of the 

Universe, the basic principles of which will be 

described later in the article. 

 

The force F2 is always perpendicular to F1. 

 

The power F2 moves on по траектории които 

почиват на формулата включваща числото фи, пи и 

При усилване на силата Ф2 кривата става по-

полегата с и по малък ъгъл към  

 

Prof. Momchil Dobrev - Halachev Field – the 

forth Power in the Universum.  The gravitation is not 

fundamental power in the Universe. The gravitation is a 

result of two fundamental powers discovered by Prof. 

Momtchil Dobrev-Halachev one of which is described 

in this paper. 
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This is a special field - the field of Prof. 

Momchil Dobrev - Halachev, it is a repulsive field. 

 

The strength of this field is greater than the 

transmitting rotational force and grows exponentially. 

 

This field extends across the entire plane of the 

disk perpendicular to the direction of rotation and 

rotation of the system. 

 

This is not an ordinary field of centrifugal 

force, since the force of this field acts simultaneously in 

all directions on the plane from the zero point to the 

periphery - the edge of the system in all directions and 

propagates along force curves whose force returns to 

the center of the system. which makes it stable. 

 

The field is perpendicular to the axis of 

rotation and extends into the plane of the disk. 

 

Occurs at the zero point. 

 

The force but the field propagates radially 

from the zero point to the edge of the circle of the field. 

 

This is one field and one force that spreads 

from the center of the sun to all planets of the solar 

system to the edge of the field 

 

As the rotational force increases, the field force 

generated by this force increases and the same 

propagates along curves whose angle decreases as the 

force of this field increases. 

 

This is the field directed from the sun to the 

planets in the solar system and extends to the end of the 

solar system. 

 

This is one field - the field of planet repulsion. 

This is one field of three vortex fields that cause gravity 

on Earth and on every planet. 

 

Therefore, gravity is not the fourth 

interdependence, and gravity is a consequence of these 

vortex fields, one of which is the field of Prof. Momchil 

Dobrev - Halachev - the zero point rotation field. 

 

There is a critical force that if so powerful that 

it destroys the system. Fig 8.  

 
Proofs. Evidence 

Turning a closed system clockwise at a given 

rotational speed produces the same helical rays as are 

present in a galaxy. Fig.6, Fig.7. – On the FIBONACCI 

curve, on the GOLDEN SECTION, 

 
 

When using a flexible disk-shaped material 

that is elastic when turning the system, the force of 

Prof. Momchil Dobrev-Halachev's field stretches the 

whole system to the edge of the circle system and 

enlarges this circle-system along curves that are 

directed from the center of the system - zero point to the 

edge of the system. Figure 8 the radius increases. The 

area is increasing. When the speed of rotation is the 

same, the radius of the system stops growing and falls 

in harmony. Fig.8. 

 
 

When the field is not so large and the speed is 

constant, the size disk of the field is retained, which 

disk has a larger area and a greater distance from the 

beginning of rotation of the system. 

 

This design and system proves how a star 

system, a galaxy is built. The forces that cause the 

planets to rotate around a star, galaxies around the 

center of a galaxy, act in the same way. 

 

It's the same system. 

 

The Prof. Momtchil Dobrev-Halachev power is 

the one power that with the other power also discovered 

by Prof. Momtchil Dobrev-Halachev creat the 

gravitation on each planet. 

 

The gravitation is not the forth fundamental 

power in the Universe   

 

The forth fundamental power discovered by 

Prof. Momtchil Dobrev is part of the powers that is 

ground of each movement of each galaxy. 

 

The forces in space, the universe, the galaxy. 

 

When space moves, there are TWO FORCES: 
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 The force that makes it move, being the aspiration 

of space for impulse 

 The force which had hitherto kept him from 

moving, being the desire of space for inertia. 

 

The pursuit of movement outweighs the 

pursuit of inertia, 

 

The pursuit of inertia acts as a brake on 

motion, so the movement is slightly distorted. 

 

Therefore, in the end, it returns to where it 

started and forms a rotating circle - such as the solar 

system, the galaxy system, the atomic system. 

 

THE FIRST MOVEMENT IS A CURRENT 

SPACE. 

 

After aeons, it returns from where it left, 

 

THIS MAKES A HOLIDAY ROUND BELT. 

 

This belt rotates in a plane, rotates with 

constant rotation. 

 

The rotation in one plane continues until the 

stress it creates causes a new movement and does not 

start a new current in space - at right angles to the first, 

and the same process is repeated. 

 

We now have two rotating planes, one in the 

other, and it is worth noting that the second plane is 

formed beyond the first, and therefore its diameter is 

larger. 

 

The whole evolution depends on the difference 

and size of these planes. 

 

When the higher acquires the same speed as 

the smaller and the older, it begins to attract an aspect 

of it, with the result that the older circle is drawn to the 

newer one. 

 

The first circle should be considered as having 

an upper and lower surface. The upper surface of the 

upstream arch can be regarded as positive and the lower 

surface as negative. The downward arc is the opposite. 

 

Same with the Second Emerging Circle. 

 

These circles are mutually attracted and 

repulsed so that you can imagine the upper surface of 

the ascending arc (of the first circle) being positive, 

ascending to its corresponding aspect in the second 

cycle, and the lower surface of the returning arc 

pressing down so to get a second movement divided by 

rotating disks. 

 

When this second movement completes its first 

lap and establishes its steady rotation, a new COSMOS 

occurs. This is the origin of the cosmos. 

 

The secondary rotation of the first circle is the 

RING - THAT CANNOT BE MOVED, and the circle 

of the second formation is that sphere that sets the 

boundary of the Sphere - the so-called chaos. 

 

There is a secondary branch on the outer 

sphere, and though it is a rotating circle of motion, for 

that Cosmos it represents the primary calmness, the 

immobility in which it is rooted. 

 

It is the FRAMEWORK of the power of 

KOMSOM, that which assimilates and which alone 

allows the momentum to be acquired. 

 

THE RING - The so-called Chaos arises from 

the reaction of the primal force to get its impetus. 

 

It rotates at right angles to the primary rotation 

and counteracts it. 

 

It is the attraction of the Ring - Chaos that 

establishes the Ring - COSMOS in its secondary motion 

and thus forms that secondary rotation which we call 

the RING - WHAT - CAN'T - BE - MOVE, the first 

restriction that restricts every universe, the galactic 

 

That is why, in its essence, it is the 

ORIGINAL movement that enables space to emerge. 

 

The Law of Counteraction - THE FIRST 

IMPULSE BREAKS A secondary impulse, so that a 

secondary impulse, in contrast to the first, creates 

stability. 

 

Secondary rotation occurs as a reaction to the 

primary rotation.   

 

Restriction is as its function is as a DISPLAY 

SUPPORT. 

 

It should be understood as a limitation that 

allows pressure to emerge - as a rejection that allows 

concentration to be achieved. 

 

Any progress toward a higher plan is a reaction 

to the constraint. 

 

WE HAVE THE ORIGINAL ROTATION OF 

THE RING-COSMOS, the counteraction gives rise to 

the RING - the so-called Chaos, the attraction of the 

Ring-Chaos, causes the secondary rotation of the Ring-

the Space, forming the Ring-which cannot-pass. 

 

This motion in the RING-SPACE, rotating in a 

plane and at the same time rotating in space as if on an 
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axis, sets a boundary beyond which the creations of the 

sphere cannot pass. 

 

THIS SPHERE IS DANGEROUS BY TWO 

POWER LINES - RINGS - SPACE and RINGS - 

CHAOS, rotating at right angles to each other. 

 

The rotation of the Ring-Cosmos is the source 

of the force from which evolution derives its impulse, 

and the rotation of the Ring-Chaos is the source of the 

force from which restriction draws its power. 

 

THE RING - CHAOS did not belong to the 

dangerous sphere, but to the outer space. 

 

THE RINGS OF THE RING-SPACE are 

facing the sphere that it encircles. 

 

The aspirations of the RING - CHAOS are 

turned to the space that surrounds it. 

 

The Ring - Space seeks to expand the center. 

The Ring - Chaos seeks to expand the 

periphery. 

 

The Ring - Space seeks to harden by 

contraction. 

 

The Ring of Chaos seeks to return to the 

UNDERTAKEN from which it arose, and therefore, if 

its influence were unimpeded, it would reduce the 

sphere which is in danger. 

 

GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE - BASED ON 

THE FIBONACCI SERIES AND THE GOLDEN 

SECTION DESCRIBING THE ETHERIC 

STRUCTURE IN A STAR SYSTEM IN WHICH THE 

PLANETS REVOLVE. Figure 12. Figure 12 illustrates 

the above described system of spiral circles. The red 

line describes the vortices of forces that govern the 

system in a star system. 

 
 

THE RING - SPACE if its influence were 

unimpeded, it would be static in the immediate present. 

 

THESE TWO INFLUENCES ARE THE 

SOURCE OF ALL POWER IN THE SPACE. 

 

THE RING-SPACE, because it hardens, 

builds, THE RING-CHAOS, because it scatters, never 

grows. 

 

POWER CIRCUITS THROUGH A ROTATE 

ANGLE WITH respect to each other and therefore in 

opposition, and that simply the angle of the first that 

arises is called "positive" and the opposite angle of the 

primary plane is called "negative" and is quite possible 

in another Space the first plane has started to rotate at 

another angle - the angle of your "negation". 

 

In one galaxy are twelve beams and seven 

cosmic levels. 

 

Space consisting of THREE rotating motions. 

 

Movement in space - pure movement. 

 

The primal movement that gives rise to all that 

exists begins before there is anything that moves. 

 

The SPACE is limited by this movement, 

which is called - THE RING - WHAT - CAN'T - CAN - 

BE - BE - MOVE. This is the limit of any galaxy, the 

solar system, of one atom. 

 

There are also two-way movements. 

 

The Ring of Space and the Ring of Chaos. 

 

These three movements - the first trinity, so the 

supreme being in a new manifestation is always 

understood as the TRINITY - and three is a 

fundamental number. 

 

Whatever subsequent tensions may arise, they 

cannot be regarded as a balance of these three forces: 

 The power of the Ring Space, which strives for the 

center. 

 The power of the Ring - Chaos - which strives for 

outer space. 

 

In / the power of the Ring - which - cannot - be 

crossed, which maintains a balance between them and 

 

The Ring - which cannot be-transmitted is 

derived from the RING - SPACE and is therefore more 

a part of its nature than of the Ring-Chaos. 

 

The Space Ring seeks to focus energy as the 

Ring Chaos seeks to dissipate. 

 

The Chaos Ring cannot build anything because 

whatever force it generates, it is dissipated indefinitely 

in the outer space. 

 

The motion of the cosmic ring creates 

secondary vortices, it is bounded by the ring - chaos, so 

the inward band expands into a rotating disk with a 

fixed center. 
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In practice, this becomes a rotating sphere. 

This system gives rise to rotating radii, which we call 

rays. This is a spiral connecting the center to the 

periphery 

 

Ie there are streams that flow to the periphery, 

then the stream flows to the center. 

 

The center is a synthesis and balance of all 

forces. 

 

Ie there is a flow of rays from the outside and 

then inwards. 

 

The outward flow stream is at the top and the 

inward flow stream is down i.e. circular motions are 

created. The movement of rays and concentric circles. 

The rays are 12 and the concentric circles are seven 

 

Ie tangent raises are obtained. The intersection 

of circles and rays generates vortices - a tangential 

motion at an acute angle.There are interactions between 

the rings, the interaction of the secondary rays and 

concentric circles, tangential motion.There is movement 

of rings, rays, and concentric circles, movement on 

tangents inside the segment, movement in vortices. 

 

Light And Every Electromagnetic Wave Is 

Propagated Through A Works As An Alternating 

Electromagnetic Wave And At The Zero Point Is The 

Materialized Particle. 

 

GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE OF 

LIGHT 
The structure includes an electric and a 

magnetic component that rotates clockwise and rotates 

90 degrees with each rotation. 

 

This geometric structure is explained by the 

fact that what is the receiver that perceives the light 

signal and decodes it. 

 

The more accurately the receiver overlaps the 

geometric structure of an object, such as light, the better 

it decodes it, understand - such as the eye. 

 

A vesicum riskis rhombus describes the 

structure of the electromagnetic wave of light - with one 

length representing the magnetic component, the other 

representing the electrical component, both rotating 

clockwise as a volumetric structure every 90 degrees 

The light matrix is based on the square root of 3. 

 

Figure 9 describes the geometrical structure of 

the light - its cross-section - perpendicular to the 

geometrical structure itself Figure 11 of the light which 

includes all the relevant component frequencies of the 

light. 

 
 

Alternation of a wave that rotates to the right 

and creates a material structure - either a photon, an 

electron or any other particle 

 

The Truth About The Electromagnetic Wave - 

An Alternating Wave Structure Ending At The Zero 

Point With A Particle - Corpuscule - The Unification Of 

Wave And Corpuscule Theory In One Theory - Based 

on the 1991 expert opinion of Prof. Momchil Dobrev 

 

Figure 10 describes the geometric structure of 

the electromagnetic wave, which is a volumetric 

structure that represents a volume that rotates 90 

degrees in the clockwise direction. 

 

At point A and point C, this is actually a point 

- a particle - for the light - Photon. 

 

For other frequencies, this represents an 

electron and other particles. 

 
 

In reality, when rotated 90 degrees along the 

axis of propagation, it is a question of the 

materialization of the wave structure - the wave 

function. 

 

THE REAL GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE OF 

LIGHT - A DRILL with the following structure that 

rotates clockwise at an angle of 90 degrees The ratio of 

the long side to the short side or the length of the 

electrical component to the magnetic component is 

equal to the square of 3. Feature 11. 
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The geometric structure of the leaves is the 

same as they should receive light and decode it and vice 

versa to receive energy. i.e. to photosynthesize. 

 

Really The Geometric Structure Of The Ether 

Creates The Geometric Basis For The Movement Of 

Light 

 

POSTULATE Number 9- of THEORY OF THE 

UNIVERSE – 

PROPAGATION OF PARTICLES, 

ELECTRONS along circuits and others occurs by 

alternating a wave drill with a particle. The WAVE 

DIRECTION represents the clockwise direction of all 

frequencies of light - for example, for light, because the 

values of the electromagnetic field are different from 

zero, and at a point where they are zero, the 

corresponding particle materializes, the corresponding 

radiation, emission. THIS IS THE UNION OF THE 

WAVE THEORY WITH THE CORPUSCULAR 

THEORY. 

 

POSTULATE Number 10 of UNIVERSE THEORY 

LIGHT SPREADS ON A WORTH PATH, 

with the wave part including the electro-magnetic field, 

and at the zero point, where the electric and magnetic 

field at zero value, the PHOTON PARTICLE of Light 

MATERIALIZES. 

 

POSTULATE Number 11 OF THE THEORY OF 

THE UNIVERSE 

Vortex fields exist BASED ON A 

PRECISELY DETERMINED SPATIAL GEOMETRIC 

STRUCTURE of the ETHER - of SPACE. THE 

ETHER HAS A PRECISELY DEFINED 

GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE, INCLUDING VORTEX 

FIELDS.. 

 

The LIGHT is a WORTH and spreads in a 

precisely defined way a vortex spiral as in ONE PART 

IT REPRESENTS A WAVE and in the points of zero 

union IT REPRESENTS A CORPUSCULE. THE 

STRUCTURE OF THE ETHER thus INCLUDES THE 

WAVE STRUCTURE OF ONE PART and the 

CORPUSCULE and an image. 

 

THIS IS GENERATED BY ZERO POINT 

ENERGY. 

 

POSTULATE Number 12 of THEORY OF THE 

UNIVERSE 

 

EACH VORTEX SPECTRUM - ITS 

SECTION REPRESENTS A MANDALA and THE 

NUMBERS OF THIS MANDALA ARE 

REPRESENTED in a precisely defined way and are 

READ - THIS IS THE INFORMATION OF THE 

CORRESPONDING OBJECT/ ORGAN/ 

STRUCTURE. 

 

EACH OBJECT No. STRUCTURE / ORGAN 

besides a frequency spectrum also has a precisely 

defined information NUMERICAL MATRIX, which is 

VISIBLE FROM THE STRUCTURE OF THIS 

WORTH SPECTRUM. 

 

POSTULATE Number 13 of UNIVERSE THEORY 

The spread of energy and information occurs 

only with vortex movements. This alone is the easiest 

way to predict energy and information. Hence the 

connection of information and energy. This is the only 

way energy and information are spread - the vortex 

fields. Energy and information do not travel on 

STRINGS. THE VORTEX IS THE BASIS OF THE 

UNIFORM FIELD. 

 

Actually theory of vortex fields by Prof. 

Momil DOBREV-HALACHEV as early as 1991 and 

proves the existence of vortex fields in the construction 

of matter at the lowest to the highest level, starting from 

the atomic construction, to the construction of star 

systems, galactic systems of the universe . On the other 

hand, vortex fields are also present in the construction 

and functioning of the human body. 

 

READING DNA information is done in the 

same way. 

 

The movement of energy in the human body 

happens in the same way. 

 

POSTULATE - 14 of THEORY OF THE 

UNIVERSE 

On the other hand, the cosmological theory of 

information proves that vibrations are the basis of the 

existence of all objects in the universe and man in 

particular, in the HUMAN BODY ORGANS. My 

vibrations had a vortex structure. 

 

Only the vortex structure can propagate in a 

space – in this case Cosmos. The spread of information 

in the Cosmos, respectively in the HUMAN BODY, 

occurs only on a vortex principle. Information is read, 

written, changed in a whirlwind way and a whirlwind 

way. Even at the cellular level there are precisely 
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defined vibrations with precisely defined frequencies 

and sparks. Vibrations are vortex fields. Reading and 

execution of information in DNA occurs only on a 

vortex basis. The vortex principle is and underlies the 

creation of universes with a sun and planets revolving 

around it. Each cell, even each organ, vibrates with a 

precisely determined frequency when it is in a healthy 

state and precisely determined other frequencies when it 

is in a diseased state. The deviation from the interval 

norm of a "healthy" organ vibrations proves the 

opposite, that the corresponding organ is sick. Vortex 

fields actually carry, spread, create both information 

and energy. In reality, there is a conversion of 

information into energy and vice versa. Actually, on the 

basis of the theory of vortex fields, the passing of 

material in a process of materialization and 

dematerialization, in which processes information is not 

lost, is proven in an indisputable way. Vortex fields, on 

the other hand, underlie matter and antimatter. Vortex 

fields emit vibrations precisely defined and at precisely 

defined intervals. This is the relationship of vortex 

fields to cosmological information theory. Three certain 

principles apply to every vortex system: There is a force 

that is the basis of the vortex - at its center and. 

 

Explanation of Newton's bucket phenomenon by the 

DESCOVERED POWER by Prof. Momtchil 

Dobrev-Halachev 

The device described in point 2 actually proves 

and describes the phenomenon observed in the so-called 

Newton bucket. Below is an explanation of the Newton 

bucket phenomenon. Likewise, a zero point appears at 

the center of the system, which creates the force F2 that 

acts from the center of the system to the periphery along 

the radius of the system. In this way the water mass is 

displaced on the basis of the action of force F2 at the 

periphery of the vessel - the bucket. Because the fluid is 

limited by the bottom and the walls, the force pushes 

the fluid from the center of the system to the periphery 

on the wall above the vessel, since the density of the 

system is maintained and because the density of the 

water mass remains the same, the water mass which, 

due to the force F2, pushes the water mass to the 

periphery of the vessel, it is displaced by the force of 

the force F2 up the walls of the vessel to balance the 

system. Fig 4 and Fig 5.     In fact, at point O, the zero 

point appears, which causes the F2 bulge, which is from 

the center to the periphery, along the entire 

circumference of the disk. 

 
 

The Prof. Momtchil Dobrev-Halachev 

fundamental power is ground of the Prof. Momtchil 

Dobrev-Halachev;s “The theory of the growth of the 

Sun, Earth, planets in a star system and every galactic 

system” based on the action and  of “Prof. Momchil 

Dobrev - Halachev Field”as the main reason for this 

growth. 

 

In fact, the reason for the expansion of the 

earth's crust is due to the action of this field by Prof. 

Momchil Dobrev-Halachev is its strength and impact. 

 

This extension is periodic and depends on the 

angular velocity of rotation of the Sun's core 

 

The growth rate is determined by the action of 

the field but Prof. Momchil Dobrev - Halachev. This 

growth is based on 

 

The growth of the whole system - on Earth, on 

all planets and on the Sun - depends on the speed of 

rotation of the planets around the Sun, which process is 

caused by the decade of the field but Prof. Momchil 

Dobrev - Halachev. 

 

The growth factor is in a specific area of the 

earth and this area follows the action of the field but 

Prof. Momchil Dobrev - Halachev. 

 

In this way, not only the growth rate of the 

Earth's solar system for a specific period of time can be 

calculated, but it is also possible to determine the 

system's growth rate for each time period in the past and 

in the future. 

 

The present theory of Prof. Momchil Dobrev - 

Halachev for the growth of the growth of the earth and 

the celestial bodies refutes all hitherto theories of the 

growth of the Earth - Grossov's theory, Belousov's 

hypothesis, Eded theory, Kerry's theory, Otto Schmidt's 

theory 

 

The equation of Prof. Momchil Dobrev - 

Halachev describing this system based on the action of 

the field of Prof. Momchil Dobrev - Halachev proves 

the increase of the orbital radii And the division of the 
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continents follows the action of Prof. Momchil Dobrev - 

Halachev. 

 

The increase in the mass of the Earth The 

increase in the volume and the surface in the regions 

exactly defined on the Earth contrary to all theories and 

- the increase of the Earth's radius on the basis of the 

action of Prof. Momchil Dobrev - Halachev also gives 

an explanation of the displacement of the continents; 

and proportional to the movement of the continents. 

 

Based on the formula of Prof. Momchil 

Dobrev - Halachev it is possible to calculate the initial 

initial radius from the time of the Earth's development. 

 

In the opposite order, on the basis of the 

formula of Prof. Momchil Dobrev we can determine the 

dimensions - radii, volume of the Earth at any time 

interval interval point. 

 

Since the structure of the Earth is made up of 

flexible and elastic connections at the rotation of the 

system, the force of the field of Prof. Momchil Dobrev - 

Halachev stretches the whole system to the edge of the 

system of the circle and enlarges this circle - the system 

along curves that are directed from the center of the 

system - zero point to the edge of the system. Figure 8 

the radius increases. The area is increasing, the volume 

is increasing. When the speed of rotation is the same, 

the radius of the system stops growing and falls in 

harmony. 

 
When the field is not so large and the speed is 

constant, the size of the disk of the field, which is a 

larger surface area and a greater distance from the 

beginning of rotation of the system, is maintained. With 

a minimal change of speed, the corresponding change of 

radius is also induced - on the area of the plane of the 

equatorial plane. 

 

The equation of Professor Momchil Dobrev - 

Halachev describing the field of Professor Momchil 

Dobrev - Halachev is at the heart of the Theory of 

Growth - the growth of Earth and the celestial bodies. 

 

Basics of the THEORY OF THE 

UNIVERSUM  developed by Prof. Mariola Gariova  

and Prof. Lord Momtchil Dobrev – Halachev in the year 

2005,  basics of the Cosmological theory of Information 

and Vortex Field Theory developed  by Lord Prof. 

Momtchil DObrev -  Criticism of Relativity Theory of 

Albert Einstein and Supplementation of Quantum 

Theory  

 

Basic Principles of THEORY of Universum - 

Unified Theory of the Universe, Critique of Relativity 

Theory of Albert Einstein and Supplementation of 

Quantum Theory: 

 Theory of Albert Einstein and Supplementation of 

Quantum Theory 

 Theory of the Universe Includes and Is Based On 

the Geometric Field Spatial Structure Of The Ether 

Which Creates And Through Which Structure 

Light Is Distributed, All Particles Are Distributed, 

 Theory Of The Universe Is A Union Of Wave 

Theory And The Corpuscular Theory 

 Theory Of The Universe Based On The Geometric 

Structure Of The Ether 

 Theory Of The Universe Creates The Basis Of 

Existence Of Every Object/ Structure/ Organ/ 

Organism 

 Theory Of The Universe Creates The Mechanism 

Of Creation Of Different Dimensions And Fields, 

 A Theory Of The Universe Creates The 

Mechanism Of The Existence Of Consciousness 

And Its Dimensions 

 

1991 Momchil Dobrev Dobrev creates 

Cosmological theory of information (Dobrev , 2009) 

and theory of vortex fields (Dobrev , 2012)- the basis of 

everything. In the same year Momchil Dobrev created 

two free energy generators using the theoretical and 

practical solutions of both theories, creating prototypes, 

but actually refusing to start regular production because 

he knows that all scientists and inventors create such 

generators soon after they are killed. 

 

The real vortex theory proves the existence of 

swirling fields in the fabrication of matter at the lowest 

to the highest level, starting from the atomic structure, 

to the construction of star systems, galactic systems of 

the universe. On the other hand, the vortex fields are 

also present in the construction and functioning of the 

human body. 

 

On the other hand, the cosmological theory of 

information proves that vibrations are the basis of the 

existence of all objects in the universe and man in 

particular. Even at the cellular level there are precisely 

defined vibrations of precisely defined frequencies and 

frequency spheres. Each cell, even every organ vibrates 

with exactly the same frequency when it is in a state of 

health and certain other ones when it is in a disease 

state. The deviation from the interval norm of the 

"healthy" body vibrations proves the opposite that the 

body is sick. 

 

In February 1985, Momchil Dobrev, under the 

leadership of Professor Karl Heinz von Gotte, found 

superconductivity, but because of the intervention of a 
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Bulgarian state security agent then working at the 

Berlin embassy in Berlin and the US CIA, stealing 

materials and betraying them, but Momchil Dobrev 

Dobrev refuses, is forbidden to publish the discovery. 

So 1985 because of State Security cop Prof. Gote and 

Momchil Dobrev are not awarded the Nobel Prize in 

Physics. The Nobel Prize in two years has been given to 

two scientists from Switzerland to discover 

superconductivity in September 1985. - seven months 

after Prof. Gote and Momchil Dobrev. 

 

The vortex fields actually carry, distribute, 

create both information and energy. There is actually a 

conversion of information into energy and vice versa. In 

fact, on the basis of the theory of the vortex fields, the 

passage of the material in the process of materialization 

and dematerialization is undisputed, in which the 

processes do not lose the information. On the other 

hand, the vortex fields are the basis of matter and 

antimatter. Swirl fields emit vibrations precisely defined 

and at specified intervals. 

 

This is the relationship of the vortex fields 

with the cosmological information theory. 

 

Three distinct principles apply to each swirling 

system: 

 There is a force that is at the heart of the whirlwind 

- in its center, and it controls the entire structure. 

For each imi structure swirling forces that cause the 

structure to strive for center, swirling forces that 

cause the structure to strive for external 

propagation, and a separate force that prevents 

objects from the structure from leaving the 

structure itself - that is, has the force of limiting the 

size of the structure. 

 

Vortex structures are also hurricanes. In the 

center of hurricanes is peace. 

 

There are chakras in the human body both at 

the physical level and at the other two levels, which 

besides supplying information and energy to the 

respective glands and levels and organs at these levels, 

but it also raises the energy to the highest level. 

 

The whirling structure that radiates the 

corresponding vibration - its section 

 

Light is a vortex.Each electromagnetic wave is 

a whirl, the point at which both the electric field and the 

magnetic field are the zero point.Moreover, the space 

generating the vortices is geometrically based on the 

golden section, the numbers phi and pi.Electromagnetic 

wave is a whirlwind in a straight line.A basic element in 

the cosmological theory of information is also to note 

the basic principle. 

 

The single field covers and is based on vortex 

fields.The dissemination of energy, of information 

becomes unique with the swirling movements in a spiral 

way - right rotation.This is the easiest way to predict 

energy and information in the universe.That is why it is 

the connection of information and energy, ie. both are 

transmitted in the same way.Only this is the way of 

spreading energy and information - the vortex 

fields. Energy and information are not distributed on 

STRUMENTS. THE VORTEX FIELD and its forms 

are THE BASIS OF THE SINGLE FIELD. 

 

The vibrations had a swirling structure. 

 

Only the vortex structure can spread in one 

space - in this case the Cosmos. 

 

Spreading information into space is purely a 

whirlwind principle. 

 

The two theories prove that real human 

thought can be both a carrier of both information and 

energy and cause changes at the material level and at 

the spiritual level. 

 

There are 12 dimensions of consciousness, the 

basics of which are types of vortex fields. Only On the 

first density level (first, second and third dimension) 

lies our incarnate self. 

 

At each density level corresponds a certain 

type of matter and type of consciousness - that is, an 

information field with an information structure for the 

relevant plurality level. 

 

Our first harmonic universe, or that of Earth, 

we have a biological structure that is based on carbon 

and matter is on a physical level. 

 

In the depths of a harmonious universe where 

our souls inhabit, there is a silicon-carbon biological 

structure, and matter is on a physical-etheric level, also 

called a semi-etheric level. 

 

In a third harmonic universe, the creatures are 

composed of crystalline silicon and the matter of net is 

entirely etheric. 

 

The biological structure of the fourth harmonic 

universe, where the current levels of consciousness or 

the state of its current state are found, is a "crystalline 

liquid light," and the particles at that level are called 

premastery. 

 

Dimensions 13, 14 and 15 at five density levels 

are composed of antimatter (other than antimatter) and 

the biology of the beings there is called "crystalline 

light radiation". 

 

At the three levels above this dimension, 

namely polaris, triadic and ecuatec levels, the beings are 
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of pure consciousness and these levels are not 

considered dimension. 

 

Our soul includes us and eleven incarnated 

personalities, or a total of twelve people. 

 

Our soul together with another 11 people 

forms our air. Accordingly, the smell is composed of 

144 incarnated personalities. 

 

Twelve halves make up the Christ avatar, 

which includes 144 people and 1,728 incarnate 

personalities. 

 

Accordingly, 12 Christ avatars are connected 

and make up one rhesus adept. 

 

The relics of the Adept include, in turn, a 

further 144 breaths, 1,728 people and 20,736 incarnate 

figures. 

 

All 12 personalities of the soul are placed in 

the so-called time vector. They are arranged as the 

clock on the dial is marked. In this way, 6 pairs of born 

persons are formed. These are 1 and 7, 2 and 8, 3 and 9, 

4 and 10, 5 and 11, 6 and 12. 

 

Most energy is allocated to pairs 12 and 6 as 

well as to pairs 3 and 9. These personalities are called 

"((the ethics" faces of the soul ".Most often position 12 

is a man and position 6 is a woman.They have the same 

DNA template. 

 

Clearing the link with your own avatar helps 

strengthen everyone's biofields and creates protection 

from negative intrusions up to 12 dimensions. 

 

Whirlwinds, Vibrations, Information, Energy 

The dissemination of information in space is 

only a whirlwind. 

 

The information is read, recorded, modified in 

a vortex and vortex manner. 

 

Even at the cellular level, there are precisely 

defined vibrations with precisely defined frequencies 

and frequency spectra. 

 

Vibrations represent vortex fields. 

 

Reading and executing information In DNA, it 

is only a vortex principle. 

 

The whirlwinds - vortex principle is at the 

heart of the creation of universes with the sun and 

planets orbiting it. 

 

Vortixes are the motions that control the 

motion in atoms. 

 

Every cell, even every organ, vibrates with the 

exact frequency when it is in a healthy state and 

precisely defined others when in a diseased state. The 

deviation from the interval norm of a "healthy" organ 

vibration proves to the contrary that the organ is ill. 

 

Vortex fields actually carry, propagate, 

generate both information and energy. There is actually 

a conversion of information into energy and vice versa. 

Indeed, based on the theory of vortex fields, the passage 

of the material in the process of materialization and 

demythialization in which processes do not lose 

information is indisputably proven. Vortex fields, on the 

other hand, are the basis of material and antimatter. 

Vortex fields emit vibrations at precise and specified 

intervals. 

 

This is the connection of vortex fields with the 

cosmological theory of information. 

 

There are three definite principles for each vortex 

system: 

There is a force underlying the whirlwind - at 

its center and commanding the whole structure. For 

each structure, there are vortex forces that cause the 

structure to aspire to the center, vortex forces that cause 

the structure to strive for outer space, and a separate 

force that prevents objects from the structure from 

leaving the structure itself - ie. there is a force limiting 

the size of the structure. 

 

Vortex structures are also hurricanes. At the 

center of the hurricanes is peace. 

 

In the human body there are chakras both at 

the physical level and at the other two levels, which, in 

addition to supplying information and energy to the 

relevant glands and levels and organs at these levels, 

also raises energy to the highest level. 

 

The vortex structure that emits the 

corresponding vibration - its cross section 

 

Light is a whirlwind.  

 

Each electromagnetic wave is a vortex and the 

point at which both an electric field and a magnetic 

field are generated is the zero point. 

 

In addition, the vortex-generating space is 

geometric, with the main factors here being the gold 

section, the numbers fi and pi. 

 

As a consequence of the cosmological theory 

of information are the pyramids between which is the 

Pyramid of Cheops. This geometric figure is a generator 

of a corresponding field in which, at the corresponding 

points of height, when the corresponding frequency or 

so-called vibration is generated, the anti-gravity, the 
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processes of metirailization and dematerialization are 

also generated. 

 

Electromagnetic wave is a vortex in a straight 

line. 

 

Both theories prove that real human thought 

can be a vehicle for both information and energy, and it 

can cause changes at the material and spiritual levels. 

 

Both theories prove that real human thought 

can be a vehicle for both information and energy, and it 

can cause changes at the material and spiritual levels. 

 

Testing experiments have been performed at 

the Scientific Research Institute Dobrev - Halachev AD 

to prove this. 

 

According to the cosmological theory of 

information, in order to reach the chakras of the fourth 

and fifth dimensions of the soul, vibrations should be 

raised. this was happening in Egypt with a generator. 

 

According to the cosmological theory of 

information, when a person raises his or her vibration 

that below 45 degrees with closed eyes generates a light 

beam with a corresponding vibration frequency, then 

that light beam and, accordingly, his gaze - with closed 

eyes below 45 degrees passes through a specific symbol 

- that is the symbol of Ankh, also known by Atlantis 

and the Atlanteans. This is the symbol through which 

the elevation and the corresponding look pass. 

 

There are 12 dimensions of consciousness, the 

basis of which are types of vortex fields. Only one 

 

Therefore, the DNA helix is double and 

counter-clockwise. 

 

Reading information from DNA is in that one 

and only direction. 

 

This is the direction of reading and writing 

information. 

 

Snakes indicate the generation of the power 

that the information reads. 

 

This is the direction of energy generation and 

maintenance of vortex fields. 

 

Movements in the Atomic Nucleus въз основа на 

вихровите полета и въз основа на геометричната 

структурата  на етера  

The electrons move in an electronic field. The 

electron materializes as an electron after leaving the 

atomic field. 

 

The nucleus of an atom creates a vortex field 

and rotates with a precisely defined vibration, which is 

the vibration of the nucleus and electron field. 

 

Each atom vibrates with a specific spectrum 

and has a specific vibration. 

 

MOVEMENT SYSTEM IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM 

based on a vortex field - described above based on 

the geometric structure of the ether field - along the 

Fibonacci curve and closing it back to the center 

 

The solar system exists on the basis of rays 

that propagate along the Fibonacci trajectory of the 

golden section towards the end of the solar system and 

from there it returns back along the same trajectory to 

the center of the solar system - the sun. In these rays, 

vortex fields move along which concentric circles move 

planets to the solar system, perpendicular to the plane of 

motion of planets from the center of the solar system to 

the end solar system, there is a field that closes the field 

and makes it stable. 

 

The ether is the medium for the movement of light, 

of every particle, 

ETHER is the geometric spatial field structure 

of the zero point which is the basis for the field 

structure of every object,/structure/fiva system, of 

consciousness. 

 

Gravity is the result of the vortex motion in the 

solar system and the vortex motion of the Earth around 

its axis.  The gravity is a result of the power one of wich 

is the discovered 1991 by Prof. Momtchil Dobrev- 

Halachev power and the second  other power  

discovered  by Prof. Momtchil DObrev which will be 

described  in other paper. 

 

Whirlwinds 

The chakras are vortices 

 

Rotating motion - accelerating the field - the 

center generates free energy. Thus, and based on these 

truths, Prof. Momchil Dobrev 1991 created two free 

energy generators. 

 

Ether - the essence of space and the medium 

for the movement of light. 

 

Gravity is the result of vortex movements. 

 

Different vortices 

 

Light is a vortex - a linear vortex. 

 

Vortexes in the plains. 

 

The electromagnetic wave is a whirlwind 

 

The neutrino carries information. 
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An electron is a materialized particle in an 

electron field - it materializes in an electron as it leaves 

the atom. 

 

Rotating the kernel causes vibrations. 

 

Vortices have different properties. 

 

Feynman schemes - vortex interaction. 

 

The rotation of the nucleus creates different 

space and electronic space-field. 

 

An electron is a materialized object of 

electronic space. 

 

The world is fluid BASED ON THE GEOMETRIC 

FIELD STRUCTURE of THE ETHERE 

The world is fluid - it is the middle - space. 

Just as the speed of sound is precisely defined in the 

middle - the fluid atmosphere, 

 As the velocity in water is precisely defined in the 

medium - the fluid - the aqueous medium. 

 So the speed of light is precisely defined in the 

medium - the fluid - the expanse of the ether. 

 The cyclone - a typhoon is a fluid with an element 

in the center of a gas molecule. 

 The galaxy is a fluid with an element in the center 

of the vortex - a star. Plasma is fluid. Types of 

fluids cause different spaces. 

 Fluids with homogeneous elements / homogeneous 

/ homogeneous fluids. 

 Fluids with heterogeneous different elements - 

heterogeneous fluids. 

 Electrically neutral fluids 

 Polysyrin and fluids. 

 Electric and magnetized fluids 

 Ionized fluids - plasma. 

 The world is a fluid space. Ie it is a closed system - 

the universe. 

 Vacuum is a heterogeneous fluid. 

 Hyperbolic geometry in physics. 

 Sound waves, electromagnetic waves are a kind of 

vortex field. 

 Space has a vortex character and essence 

 Space is a field, it has a quantum character, a 

material character, an informational character, a 

conscious character. 

 Every vihir carries information - information 

 Space is fluid in nature. According to fluid in space 

there are vortices that can be opened, closed 

vortices, point, linear, plane, and others. 

 

The laws of thermodynamics are valid for 

fluids. 

 

As the temperature decreases, the velocity of 

the gas component - the particle decreases faster than 

the gas volume, including the gas radius. 

 

It thus follows that the ratio of the radius to the 

velocity increases, i.e. the passage of the gas portion 

along the radius increases - i.e. this is evidence of an 

expanding universe. 

 

Closed vortices have different shapes, one of 

which is fertilizer and the other is a universe. The 

quantum is a vortex. 

 

The first duality is "space + and" motion" 

 

The first manifestation is a current in space 

 

When space moves, it has a special quality - 

since it has no friction - that it never loses momentum 

but continues to flow. 

 

The forces in space, the universe, the galaxy. BASED 

ON THE GEOMETRIC FIELD STRUCTURE OF 

THE ETHER 

When space moves, there are TWO FORCES: 

 the force that makes it move, being the aspiration 

of space for impulse 

 the force which had hitherto kept him from 

moving, being the desire of space for inertia. 

 

The pursuit of movement outweighs the 

pursuit of inertia, 

 

The pursuit of inertia acts as a brake on 

motion, so the movement is slightly distorted. 

 

Therefore, in the end, it returns to where it 

started and forms a rotating circle - such as the solar 

system, the galaxy system, the atomic system. 

 

THE FIRST MOVEMENT IS A CURRENT 

SPACE. 

 

After aeons, it returns from where it left, 

THIS MAKES A HOLIDAY ROUND BELT. 

 

This belt rotates in a plane, rotates with 

constant rotation. 

 

The rotation in one plane continues until the 

stress it creates causes a new movement and does not 

start a new current in space - at right angles to the first, 

and the same process is repeated. 

 

We now have two rotating planes, one in the 

other, and it is worth noting that the second plane is 

formed beyond the first, and therefore its diameter is 

larger. 
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The whole evolution depends on the difference 

and size of these planes. 

 

When the higher acquires the same speed as 

the smaller and the older, it begins to attract an aspect 

of it, with the result that the older circle is drawn to the 

newer one. 

 

The first circle should be considered as having 

an upper and lower surface. The upper surface of the 

upstream arch can be regarded as positive and the lower 

surface as negative. The downward arc is the opposite. 

 

 

Same with the Second Emerging Circle. 

 

These circles are mutually attracted and 

repulsed so that you can imagine the upper surface of 

the ascending arc (of the first circle) being positive, 

ascending to its corresponding aspect in the second 

cycle, and the lower surface of the returning arc 

pressing down so to get a second movement divided by 

rotating disks. 

 

When this second movement completes its first 

lap and establishes its steady rotation, a new COSMOS 

occurs. This is the origin of the cosmos. 

 

The secondary rotation of the first circle is the 

RING - THAT CANNOT BE MOVED, and the circle 

of the second formation is that sphere that sets the 

boundary of the Sphere - the so-called chaos. 

 

There is a secondary branch on the outer 

sphere, and though it is a rotating circle of motion, for 

that Cosmos it represents the primary calmness, the 

immobility in which it is rooted. 

 

It is the FRAMEWORK of the power of 

KOMSOM, that which assimilates and which alone 

allows the momentum to be acquired. 

 

THE RING - The so-called Chaos arises from 

the reaction of the primal force to get its impetus. 

 

It rotates at right angles to the primary rotation 

and counteracts it. 

 

It is the attraction of the Ring - Chaos that 

establishes the Ring - COSMOS in its secondary motion 

and thus forms that secondary rotation which we call 

the RING - WHAT - CAN'T - BE - MOVE, the first 

restriction that restricts every universe, the galactic 

 

That is why, in its essence, it is the 

ORIGINAL movement that enables space to emerge. 

 

The Law of Counteraction - THE FIRST 

IMPULSE BREAKS A secondary impulse, so that a 

secondary impulse, in contrast to the first, creates 

stability. 

 

Secondary rotation occurs as a reaction to the 

primary rotation.   

 

Restriction is as its function is as a DISPLAY 

SUPPORT. 

 

It should be understood as a limitation that 

allows pressure to emerge - as a rejection that allows 

concentration to be achieved. 

 

Any progress toward a higher plan is a reaction 

to the constraint. 

 

WE HAVE THE ORIGINAL ROTATION OF 

THE RING-COSMOS, the counteraction gives rise to 

the RING - the so-called Chaos, the attraction of the 

Ring-Chaos, causes the secondary rotation of the Ring-

the Space, forming the Ring-which cannot-pass. 

 

This motion in the RING-SPACE, rotating in a 

plane and at the same time rotating in space as if on an 

axis, sets a boundary beyond which the creations of the 

sphere cannot pass. 

 

THIS SPHERE IS DANGEROUS BY TWO 

POWER LINES - RINGS - SPACE and RINGS - 

CHAOS, rotating at right angles to each other. 

 

The rotation of the Ring-Cosmos is the source 

of the force from which evolution derives its impulse, 

and the rotation of the Ring-Chaos is the source of the 

force from which restriction draws its power. 

 THE RING - CHAOS did not belong to the 

dangerous sphere, but to the outer space. 

 THE RINGS OF THE RING-SPACE are facing the 

sphere that it encircles. 

 The aspirations of the RING - CHAOS are turned 

to the space that surrounds it. 

 The Ring - Space seeks to expand the center. 

 The Ring - Chaos seeks to expand the periphery. 

 The Ring - Space seeks to harden by contraction. 

 The Ring of Chaos seeks to return to the 

UNDERTAKEN from which it arose, and 

therefore, if its influence were  

 THE RING - SPACE if its influence were 

unimpeded, it would be static in the immediate 

present. 

 THESE TWO INFLUENCES ARE THE SOURCE 

OF ALL POWER IN THE SPACE. 

 THE RING-SPACE, because it hardens, builds, 

THE RING-CHAOS, because it scatters, never 

grows. 

 

POWER CIRCUITS THROUGH A ROTATE 

ANGLE WITH respect to each other and therefore in 

opposition, and that simply the angle of the first that 

arises is called "positive" and the opposite angle of the 
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primary plane is called "negative" and is quite possible 

in another Space the first plane has started to rotate at 

another angle - the angle of your "negation". 

 

In one galaxy are twelve beams and seven 

cosmic levels. 

 

Space consisting of THREE rotating motions. 

 

Movement in space - pure movement. 

 

The primal movement that gives rise to all that 

exists begins before there is anything that moves. 

 

The SPACE is limited by this movement, 

which is called - THE RING - WHAT - CAN'T - CAN - 

BE - BE - MOVE. This is the limit of any galaxy, the 

solar system, of one atom. 

 

There are also two-way movements. 

 

The Ring of Space and the Ring of Chaos. 

 

These three movements - the first trinity, so the 

supreme being in a new manifestation is always 

understood as the TRINITY - and three is a 

fundamental number. 

 

Whatever subsequent tensions may arise, they 

cannot be regarded as a balance of these three forces: 

 The power of the Ring Space, which strives for 

the center. 

 the power of the Ring - Chaos - which strives 

for outer space. 

 the power of the Ring - which - cannot - be 

crossed, which maintains a balance between 

them and 

 

The Ring - which cannot be-transmitted is 

derived from the RING - SPACE and is therefore more 

a part of its nature than of the Ring-Chaos. 

 

The Space Ring seeks to focus energy as the 

Ring Chaos seeks to dissipate. 

 

The Chaos Ring cannot build anything because 

whatever force it generates, it is dissipated indefinitely 

in the outer space. 

 

The motion of the cosmic ring creates 

secondary vortices, it is bounded by the ring - chaos, so 

the inward band expands into a rotating disk with a 

fixed center.In practice, this becomes a rotating sphere. 

This system gives rise to rotating radii, which we call 

rays. This is a spiral connecting the center to the 

periphery.Ie there are streams that flow to the periphery, 

then the stream flows to the center. 

 

The center is a synthesis and balance of all 

forces. Ie there is a flow of rays from the outside and 

then inwards. 

 

The outward flow stream is at the top and the 

inward flow stream is down i.e. circular motions are 

created. The movement of rays and concentric circles. 

The rays are 12 and the concentric circles are also 

thwelve. Ie tangent raises are obtained. The intersection 

of circles and rays generates vortices - a tangential 

motion at an acute angle. There are interactions between 

the rings, the interaction of the secondary rays and 

concentric circles, tangential motion. There is 

movement of rings, rays, and concentric circles, 

movement on tangents inside the segment, movement in 

vortices. 
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